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Introduction 
 
Somebody cut off the sides of a golf ball!  
Actually, a golf ball is a circle so it technically 
does not have sides.  So, imagine that instead of 
having a ball, you have just the 7/8 wide center 
portion of a ball with two flat slides.  That is a 
golf instruction tool called “Putter Wheel.” 
 
Like in “real” putting, you stroke the putter 
well, the Putter Wheel goes straight and true 
without any wobble.  Now, here is where the 
fun begins.  Just as Bobby Jones said he never 
learned anything from matches he won, how 
much can you learn when you strike a putt or 
the Putter Wheel perfectly and it goes where 
you lined it up.  The “magic” of Putter Wheel is 
that when you do not strike the “Putter Wheel” 
(ball) properly, it reacts in very negative ways.  
This article helps you understand ten putting 
mistakes you can make and how Putter Wheel 
can tell you which mistake you are making. 
 

Ten Common Putting Mistakes 
 

Let’s assume you have picked a target to putt to 
and you have lined up your Putter Wheel 
perfectly which is a real mistake golfers often 
make on long putts. 
 

There are an infinite number of mistakes a 
person can make in her or his putting stroke 
while putting.  Here are ten common ones, with 
one word of caution.  Often a golfer can make 
two mistakes that cancel each other out.  For 
example, the putter blade can be aimed left of 
the target while the putter path is stroked to the 
right of the target. These two mistakes can 
cancel each other out, thus causing the ball to go 
perfectly on line to the target.  Some putters 
actually get quite proficient in making both of 
these “mistakes” simultaneously and in exactly 
the right proportions, and that is how they putt.  
I do not recommend this approach to putting! 
 
Putter Wheel, however, is designed to catch 
every single mistake, so let’s identify some 
normal putting mistakes that Putting Wheel can 
help you diagnose.  
 

1. Path of putting stroke goes to the left of 
where you intend to aim.   

 
If you do this with Putter Wheel the Putter 
Wheel will wobble and will go to the left of the 
target. 
 

2. Path of putting stroke goes to the right of 
where you intend to aim.   
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If you do this with Putter Wheel the Putter 
Wheel will wobble and will go to the right of 
the target. 
 

3. Putter blade is pointed to the right of the 
target when the Putter Wheel is struck. 

 
Depending on the severity of how far off the 
putter blade is pointing to the right of the target, 
the Putter Wheel will either wobble a lot to the 
right of the target or the Putter Wheel will jerk 
quickly and fall onto its side favoring in that 
right direction.  
 

4. Putter blade is pointed to the left of the 
target when the Putter Wheel is struck. 

 
Depending on the severity of how far off the 
putter blade is pointing to the left of the target, 
the Putter Wheel will either wobble a lot to the 
left of the target or the Putter Wheel will jerk 
quickly and fall onto its side favoring in that left 
direction.  
 

5. The putting stroke is not level to the 
ground as the putter comes through the 
ball, causing a “hit down” on the ball. 

 
If you hit down on the ball, the Putter Wheel 
will jerk quickly away from the putter and turn 
onto its side. 
 

6. The putting stroke is not level to the 
ground as the putter comes through the 
ball, causing a “hit up” on the ball. 

 
If you hit up on the ball, the Putter Wheel will 
wobble somewhat 
 

7. Ball position is too far forward. 
 

If you have the ball position significantly too far 
forward in your stance, the Putter Wheel will 
wobble significantly or jerk quickly and fall 
over depending on how much too far forward 

the ball position is.  This is because when the 
ball is too far forward you will very likely 
commit problem number 1, path of putter is 
going to the left (for the right-handed putter) 
and/or you are committing problem number 3, 
the putter blade is pointed to the left of the 
target at impact (again for the right handed 
putter). 
 

8. Ball position is too far back in your 
stance.  

 
If you have the ball position significantly too far 
back in your stance, the Putter Wheel will 
wobble and likely go to the right since you are 
likely having the putter path go to the right 
and/or the putter blade is pointing to the right of 
the target at impact. 
 

9. Grip too tight 
 
If you grip the club so tight that you are not 
getting a clean, square hit on the ball with a 
proper path, the Putter Wheel will wobble. 
 

10. Move your head or eyes during the 
putting stroke or “look up” during your 
putting stroke 

 
If you look up during your putting stroke before 
you strike the ball (especially if you turn your 
head to look at where you are aiming or the 
hole), or sway causing you to move your head 
either back away from the hole or towards the 
hole during your putting stroke before or as you 
hit the ball, the Putter Wheel will either jerk 
quickly onto its side and fall over or wobble 
significantly. If you move your eyes to follow 
your putter head back on the backstroke, (and 
we all are guilty of doing this at some point) and 
your eyes are looking at the putter blade rather 
than the ball, the Putting Wheel will wobble 
most of the time.  
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The Putter Wheel does not know that you 
looked up, tracked the putter blade with your 
eyes or moved your head during the stroke.  
However, when move your head or you look up 
prematurely or you move your eyes to track the 
putter blade going back it throws the putter path 
off line and can cause the putter face to open 
(face right of the target for right handed players) 
or close (face left of the target for right handed 
players.  These resulting problems show up 
using the Putter Wheel. 
 
One good rule of thumb is to always have one of 
your eyes directly over the ball at address and 
continue to look at the ground that was under 
the ball after hitting the ball.  Tom Watson used 
to talk about looking at one single dimple of the 
ball during the putting stroke. 
 

11. For good measure, I am adding one 
additional putting mistake.  Not having 
the putter flat or level to the ground at 
address and impact.  Generally, the 
problem is “toe up.” 

 
If you were Isao Aoki, the great Japanese golfer, 
who used this “toe up” technique with the Putter 
Wheel successfully, the Putter Wheel would 
move smoothly towards the intended target 
using the “toe up” method.  However, you are 
not Isao Aoki.   
 
If you do not have the putter level with the 
ground at address and impact, the Putter Wheel 
will wobble.   
 

Conclusion 
 
The Putter Wheel, like golf, is humbling.  You 
can take what you think is a good putting stroke 
and the Putter Wheel will jerk to its side and fall 
over quickly.  When that happens, not only did 
you likely make one or more of the eleven 

mistakes I described above, even worse, you did 
not realize you made one of these mistakes.  I 
recommend that you go through the list and 
intentionally make each of the putting mistakes 
I have listed while practicing using Putting 
Wheel.. After you make one mistake, then try to 
putt the Putting Wheel correctly at least twice 
before moving on to the next mistake. 
 
Going through each of the mistakes will make 
you more conscious of how you are putting and 
what mistakes you are making.  Believe it or 
not, that will make you a better putter.  
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